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Abstract

This article presents the first results of excavations at Tell Satu Qala, ancient Idu, in the Kurdish
Region of Iraq. It gives an account of the two excavation seasons that have taken place in 2010 and
2011. The preparations that led to the excavation, the reasons for selecting this tell, and people
instrumental in starting this project are mentioned in sections 1-2. In the next section the
archaeological evidence is discussed, both the squares on the north side of the tell and the cross-section
made on the southern slope (3). This is followed by an overview of the inscriptions from Satu Qala, on
finds from the present excavation as well as museum objects (section 4). The material is arranged
chronologically, and an image of every inscription is added. The article is concluded by two sections on
the history of Idu, the first treating the interval between the Middle Assyrian and the Neo-Assyrian
empires (5), and the second presenting the historical evidence for the Old Babylonian period (6).

1. INTRODUCTION (W.H. VAN SOLDT AND C. PAPPI)
The first contacts leading to the excavations at Satu Qala started in 2005 when the
ambassador of Iraq to the Netherlands, H.E. Siamand Banaa, invited W.H. van Soldt to
engage in archaeological research in the Kurdish Region of Iraq. In April 2006, W.H. van
Soldt, D.J.W. Meijer, and K.M. Ahmed visited Erbil and contacted the Ministry of
Culture, Salahaddin University, and the Directorate General of Antiquities in Kurdistan.
A Memorandum of Understanding between both universities was drawn up that specified
future projects, such as the exchange of students and teachers and the intention to start an
archaeological excavation in the Kurdish Region. In May and June 2008, W.H. van Soldt,
D.J.W. Meijer, K.M. Ahmed, and G. Wilmink visited a number of sites in the area
between Erbil and Suleimaniya and to the east of Suleimaniya, in particular in the Raniya
and Shahrazur plains. It was decided to concentrate on sites which showed occupation
during the late third millennium BC and/or during the second millennium BC. Eighteen
sites were visited during this survey, some of which proved suitable for our purposes. The
survey showed the richness of archaeological sites in the Kurdish Region and its
potential. The region had seldom been subject to research in the years prior to 2003.
Furthermore, archaeological research was centered in Baghdad, and no local universities
had been active in archaeological research in the Kurdish Region.
One of the first sites that we visited was Tell Satu Qala on the Lower Zab, east of
Taqtaq and south of Koya (fig. 1). It is located in the province of Erbil. The tell is still
inhabited and the houses cover more than half of its surface. Many houses have also been
built at the bottom of the tell, a situation that may reflect the ancient settlement patterns.
During our inspection of the tell, a resident, Mr. Abdulkhaliq Abdullah Muhammed,
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approached us and presented several bricks that he had found in the top soil. On these
bricks, an inscription was written in Middle Assyrian script and language which
mentioned not only the name of the town, but also the name of its king. It explicitly stated
that the brick was part of a palace wall. It was clear from the data obtained from the
survey that Tell Satu Qala was the most promising site (fig. 2). It was in the chronological
range that we had been looking for (Early through Late Bronze) and it had the obvious
advantage that both the name of the town and its king were known. Moreover, the person
who showed us the bricks also remembered where he had found them, suggesting that the
palace from which they had fallen could not be far away. It was therefore decided to
concentrate on this site and to start excavations in the spring of 2010.1
In 2009 a grant was secured from the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific
Research (NWO), which made it possible to plan two seasons at the site and to visit the
museum in Erbil to study the artifacts that had been recovered during the excavation. In
the same year contact was made with the Institute of Ancient Near Eastern Studies of the
University of Leipzig, and C. Pappi and C. Hess were invited to join the excavation team,
in which the universities of Leiden and Leipzig, and Salahaddin University (Erbil)
cooperate as equal partners. C. Pappi and M.P. Streck received a grant from the Fritz
Thyssen Foundation and extra funding from the Faculty of History, Art and Oriental
Studies of the University of Leipzig. In April 2010 a team consisting of W.H. van Soldt
(general director), D.J.W. Meijer (field director), K.M. Ahmed (Leiden University),
C. Pappi, and C.W. Hess (University of Leipzig) arrived in Erbil, followed later by
V. Klinkenberg (Leiden University) and A. Wossink (University of Chicago). In Erbil we
were joined by Dr. Ahmed M. Mirza and Dlshad Marf of Salahaddin University who had
done much of the organisational work for the excavation. N. Azez and H. Koya were
present as representatives of the Directorate General of Antiquities. In September 2011 a
team consisting of W.H. van Soldt, S. Kluitenberg, K.M. Ahmed, V. Klinkenberg,
C. Pappi (field director), C.W. Hess, M. Siebert (University of Leipzig) and A. Wossink
(field director, University of Chicago) carried out the second season at Satu Qala.
M. Makinson, pottery specialist, joined the team in Erbil. Groups of student assistants of
the Salahaddin University in Erbil worked on the tell during both seasons. N. Azez and
H. Koya were again present as representatives of the Directorate General of Antiquities.
2. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We would like to thank the people who have helped us in our efforts. Our thanks are
due first of all to H.E. Siamand Banaa, ambassador for Iraq in The Netherlands (20052010), who also provided much help after his term in The Hague. We extend our gratitude
to Dr. Mohammed Sadiq and Dr. Ahmed Dezaye, presidents of Salahaddin University, Dr.
Abdulhamid Barzinji, dean of the College of Arts, Dr. Ahmed M. Mirza, head of the
Archaeology Department, and Mr. Dlshad Marf, teacher at the college. These colleagues
1

See van Soldt 2008.
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have gone out of their way to make our stay and our work in Kurdistan as easy as possible.
We owe special thanks to Mrs. Gouhar Shemdin, Heritage Advisor of the Ministry of
Tourism and Antiquities for her kind help. We would also like to thank Mr. Mala Awat,
general director of the Antiquities Service for Kurdistan; Mr. Haydar Hassan Hussein,
general director of the Antiquities Service for the province of Erbil; Mr. Nawzad Hadi,
governor of the Erbil province; Mr. Akrawi, Minister of Municipalities and Tourism; Mr.
Chapuk Umer Mustafa, governor of Koya; Dr. Jawad Faqé, Vice-Rector of Koya
University; Mr. Sadi Pira; and the municipality of Taqtaq, especially Mr. Khan Nasraddin
and Mr. Fatih Hussein, who kindly offered the municipal guest house as lodgings for the
excavation team and provided enthusiastic support for our continued work.
We would also like to thank Mr. Hashim Hama Abdulla, director of the Sulaimani
Museum, and Mr. Kamal Rasheed Raheem of the Sulaimani Directorate of Antiquities in
Suleimaniya for their permission to study the texts in the museum. Mrs. Khawla Khanekah
helped us wherever she could and we owe her special thanks.
We are grateful to the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO)
and the Fritz Thyssen Stiftung for making this project financially possible. We also thank
Prof. M.P. Streck for his help in this matter.
3. DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE (C. PAPPI AND A. WOSSINK)
Satu Qala is a tell located on the northern bank of the Lower Zab in a fertile hilly
country irrigated by seasonal tributaries of the Lower Zab. The annual rainfall is well above
the 200 mm isohyet needed for dry farming agriculture. The site is situated about 40 km
downstream from the Dukan Lake, near the modern cities of Taqtaq and Koya (fig. 3).
The Main Mound
The main mound measures 170 by 100 m and rises approximately 10 m above the
surrounding plain (figs. 2 and 3).
The north, east and south flanks are relatively steep. In the case of the south slope
this can be attributed to erosive activity of the Lower Zab, a side branch of which runs
immediately at the foot of the tell. The steep northern slope may have resulted from
digging activities by villagers who used the soil to make mudbricks. The greater part of
the main tell is occupied by houses. A small mosque is located on the northern edge. A
large compound consisting of a number of houses built against each other covers the
southern edge of the top of the mound.
The Lower Town
The site is located on the right bank of the Lower Zab. It sits on top of an alluvial
gravel bed that in the past has been cut by the river. It is likely that as a result of this, a
significant part of the tell has disappeared, as indicated by the extremely steep
southeastern slope.
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The main tell measures 170 m by 120 m and is approximately 10 m high.
Inspection of CORONA and SPOT satellite imagery revealed the presence of a landscape
feature surrounding the main tell that might be tentatively interpreted as the outline of a
lower town. However, this hypothesis has yet to be tested. The village of Satu Qala was
originally confined to the main tell itself, but has recently started to expand outward in all
directions except the southeast. Comparison of a CORONA image from 1968 with a
SPOT image from 2003 shows that this expansion is a post-1960s development. Since
2003, the village has expanded even further and now covers almost the entire area of the
hypothesized lower town.
Microenvironment of Satu Qala
Satu Qala is located approximately 70 km southeast of Erbil and 50 km northeast
of Kirkuk. The valley in which the site is located is relatively flat and drained in part by a
wadi running west of the site. The site sits on the right bank of the Lower Zab between
the towns of Dukan and Taqtaq (fig. 1). This area is characterized by mountain ranges of
up to 1000 m high. Toward the east, the mountains progressively rise up to 1500 m near
Dukan, after which they sink toward the Raniya Plain. West of Satu Qala, the mountains
gradually decrease in height and eventually open up toward the Assyrian plain. While the
discharge of the Lower Zab is today controlled by the Dukan Dam upstream from Satu
Qala, the river had a much more vigorous flow regime in the past, as is evident both in the
landscape and in historical documents from the medieval period which describe the Zab
as majnun, or ‘demonically possessed’ (Bosworth 2011). The Lower Zab receives its
water from snowmelt and rainfall, resulting in a peak water volume in the months
February-May while July to October is the period of low water. Measurements taken
since 1925 put the maximum discharge of the Lower Zab at 3420 m3/s (Fink and
Ostrizhnov 1983: 519).
British maps indicate that in the nineteenth and early twentieth century, the wider
area of Satu Qala seems to have been the terminus for riverine transport with keleks
during low water in the Zab, which may have played a role in the decision to settle there.
However, during high water, the river was navigable as far upstream as the Raniya Plain.
The valley of Satu Qala has experienced considerable construction activity over
the past decades, with speed seemingly picking up over the last years. The recently
increased building activity around Satu Qala and the other villages in the microregion are
not the only threats to the archaeological heritage of the area. The Kurdistan Regional
Government has plans to build a hydroelectric dam immediately upstream from Taqtaq,
one of many dams that have been proposed to secure the electricity supply and manage
water resources. The reservoir of the Taqtaq Dam would flood the entire valley from
Taqtaq up to Dukan, including the microregion of Satu Qala. However, the progress of
this project is presently unclear.
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Topography and Excavated Areas (Fig. 3)
A 10 by 10 m grid was superimposed over the main tell. The grid was based on an
arbitrarily chosen point on the western slope of the tell (N 35° 52’ 27,91”, E 44° 41’
46,21”) that was assigned coordinates 1000/700. The altitude of that point was set at an
arbitrary 100 m, since no national topographic data were available at the time.
Initially, during the first season in May 2010, three operations (A-B-C) were
opened respectively on the west, northeast and east slopes of the main tell. Operation A,
located immediately west of the mosque, consisting of square 1010/680 and the south half
of 1010/690, was chosen according to the find-spot of sporadic inscriptions. Operation B,
consisting of square 1080/700 and the southern half of 1080/710, located on the steep
northeast slope, and Operation C, consisting of square 1090/680, located on the eastern
slope, were chosen based on accessibility and on the need to gain insight into the
occupation history of the site.
In September 2011 fieldwork in operation B continued. Operation A was enlarged
to the south-east in squares 1020/670 and 1020/680 in order to gain better insight into the
archaeological features already encountered. Fieldwork in square 1010/680 continued.
Operation D, located on the steep southern slope of the main mound, was opened at the
end of the second season to explore the earliest occupational phases of the site. Fieldwork
in square 1010/680 of operation A and in operation C was not continued.
Operation A
The fieldwork in the northwestern slope of the mound’s summit during the first
two seasons was aimed to explore the sequence of occupational phases of the site. In 2010
excavations were carried out in the southern half of square 1010/690 by N. Aziz and in
square 1010/680 by D.A. Marf, both under the supervision of D.J.W. Meijer. In 2011,
fieldwork in square 1010/680 continued by M. Siebert with the help of N. Khana Rahim.
The operation was enlarged in the southern half of square 1020/680 and in square
1020/670 under the supervision respectively of C. Pappi and A. Wossink.
Square 1010/690
In square 1010/690 the surface sloped heavily down, revealing a thick deposit of
disturbed clayish layers (L. 2001-2002) with a mixture of fragmentary bricks, stones and
modern refuse, such as plastic and textiles. It consisted mainly of deposits resulting from
the construction and use of the adjacent mosque. This soil contained a mixture of finds
without much context that made dating the remains extremely difficult. Among them, at
varying depths, a large number of fragments of bricks (SQ 10-4; SQ 10-7; SQ 10-8; SQ
10-9; SQ 10-15; SQ 10-16; SQ 10-30; SQ 10-31; SQ 10-32; SQ 10-33; SQ 10-34; SQ 1035; SQ 10-36; SQ 10-37) bearing cuneiform inscriptions came to light. Besides these
materials, glazed brick fragments (SQ 10-6 and SQ 10-10; SQ 10-11; SQ 10-13; SQ 1046; SQ 10-47), reused in a fragmentary recent structure (L. 2004), were also found here.
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The glazed tile SQ 10-6 (fig. 4) is only partly preserved. It is glazed in white and
yellow on a green-blue background, depicting a striding horse crowned with a semicircular headstall and led by a halter by a bearded man wearing a fringed short robe.
The second glazed brick, SQ 10-10+ (fig. 5), is composed of four joining
fragments (SQ 10-10+SQ 10-14+SQ 10-45+SQ 10-46) but is almost complete. It is
glazed with the same colors as the previous one, featuring a bearded, striding male
human-headed and winged lion, a sphinx, wearing a feathered conic polos.
On both objects there are two lines of the same possession inscription written in
two bands above and beneath the pictures.2 Comparable glazed tiles, with similar colors
and similar subject, were found in the temple of Anu-Adad in Assur and can be dated to
the reign of Tukultī-Ninurta II (891-884 BC).3 The headstall of the horse and the posture
of the figures confirm this dating. The semicircular headstall of the horse, according to
Madhloom, finds parallels in the one worn by horses dating to the ninth century during
the reign of Aššurnaṣirpal II.4 Furthermore, the striding position and the shape of the
feather cap of the sphinx is similar to one representation of a lamassu dating to
Tiglatpileser III. This shape seems to be unattested in the second millennium BC.5
To the other finds related to this level (L. 2009) belongs an almost complete
nipple beaker with a smoothed nipple base, a globular body and an everted rim (SQ 1028, fig. 6). The shape is attested from the Middle to the Late Neo-Assyrian Periods.6 We
can also note a Late Neo-Assyrian carinated bowl with a flat base7 (SQ 10-29, fig. 7).
In the earliest encountered level of this square, three incomplete skeletons, without
noticeable burial pits, came to light (SQ 2001.401; SQ 2003.401; SQ 2006.401). All lay
on their right sides, oriented north-south, in a crouched position, without any burial gifts.
Unfortunately a precise dating for these features cannot be proposed.
Square 1010/680
This square is representative for the stratigraphy of the site, although further
insights about the encountered archaeological features are expected in coming seasons
through the extension of fieldwork in the adjacent squares 1020/670 and 1020/680. As in
1010/690, the topsoil proved to be rather disturbed.
The most recent phase was represented by a number of recent pits used as grain
silos, some of them still containing small quantities of chaff.
After the very disturbed soil had been removed, a wall alignment (L. 1009) consisting
of two parallel lines of bricks, running northeast-southwest, and a perpendicular side wall,
2

See section 4, Ba’auri.
Andrae 1923, pl. VII.
4
Madhloom 1970, pl. VIII.
5
Layard 1853, pl. 95. Cf. Madhloom 1970, pl. LVVIII.
6
In the Middle Assyrian period it occurs in Kār Tukultī-Ninurta, in Giricano Höyük, in Tell Taban and Tell Sabi Abyad
(Duistermaat 2008, 279), and in Assur in the Late Neo-Assyrian Period (Hausleiter 2010, 303).
7
Type ST 4.7, cf. Hausleiter 2010, 286 and pl. 65.
3
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running into the southern section, both belonging probably to a domestic structure
(Building 1) with at least two rooms, was encountered (fig. 8). The pottery materials
found in this occupational phase are mixed. Notable among the small finds are a loomweight (SQ 1009.301) and a clay model of a bed (SQ 10-5, fig. 9), both probably reused,
kneaded into the clay of the mudbricks. Clay models of beds are mostly attested at the end
of the third and at the beginning of the second millennium BC, but continue to be used in
both cultic and domestic contexts until the Parthian Period.8 SQ 10-5 finds a parallel in an
object found at Yorghan-Tepe, unfortunately not belonging to a stratified context,9 but
typologically similar to the ones dating to the earlier periods.
Immediately under that level a fragmentary baked bricks floor (L. 1018, fig. 10)
attests an earlier occupational phase.
Under this level, the square yielded a group of 7 burials (SQ 1017.401; SQ
1017.402; SQ 1017.403; SQ 1028.401; SQ 1028.402; SQ 1028.403; SQ 1045.401),
sometimes poorly preserved. Disturbances of the stratigraphy and the lack of grave goods
preclude an exact dating. Nonetheless, the crouched position of the skeletons and a nonhomogeneous orientation reveals most probably a Pre-Islamic context.
The last occupational phase of this area, exposed in 2010 and completely
excavated at the beginning of season 2011, consisted of remains of a stone footing of a
massive structure (L. 1040, fig. 11), a 3 meter-wide wall, running northeast-southwest and
forming a corner with a perpendicular structure in proximity with the south section. This
is related to a badly preserved treading floor (L. 1075) covered by a thin layer of ash (L.
1074). The elevation of this massive wall was not preserved. It was probably dismantled
and leveled already in antiquity. Its footing was built of reused materials, i.e. boulders,
smaller stones and baked bricks, some of them with 3 incised lines (L. 1041, fig. 11) and
some of them bearing cuneiform inscriptions (SQ 11-T4; SQ 11 T7; SQ 11-T8; SQ 11-T9).
The massive structure L. 1040 sealed the earliest excavated phase of this area,
consisting of three rooms belonging to 2 domestic structures (fig. 12): building 2, located
in the eastern part of the square, consisting of two rooms, designated A and B, and
building 3, located in the western part of the area. A door socket and a sill (L. 1064)
located in the southeaster corner of the square reveal the doorway of Room A of Building
2. No pottery was found in the two rooms except for a globular storage jar, unfortunately
non-diagnostic, found in situ in the northwestern corner of Room B. Building 3 consists
of one badly preserved room, where three globular loom-weights were found (SQ
1074.301; SQ 1074.302; SQ 1074.303). Both domestic structures were related to a pebble
floor (L. 1072; 1073), unfortunately greatly disturbed, in which was embedded a drain (L.
1071), covered by baked bricks and stones, running northeast-southwest under the
northern wall of room B of building 2 towards building 3 (fig. 12).
For most of the structures only the stone footing is preserved, while several rows
of bricks have been preserved in the northern wall of room B. The entire structure shows
8
9

Cholidis 1992, 172-183.
Starr 1937-39, pl. 57 T. Cf. Cholidis 1992, no. 35.
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evidence of several restorations. Fragments of baked bricks, two of them T-shaped (SQ
1047.303; SQ 1047.304+305, fig. 13), were reused in the masonry of the northern wall of
room B of building 2. They are glazed in blue and yellow, reminiscent of the same style
and colors of the ones described above (SQ 10-6 and SQ 10-10+). Furthermore, in the
southeast corner of the same building, a corner fragment of a painted wall peg had been
used to restore the door impost of room A. The peg fragment is painted in black on a
white background around the base of the broken nail, and bears a fragmentary circular
inscription of Aššurnaṣirpal II (SQ 1064.301, fig. 14).10 The wall peg shows many wellknown Assyrian decorative patterns, e.g. the black and white palmette in the corners, the
black and white pomegranates on the sides, and the geometrical decorative band on the
edge of the object consisting of black and white zig-zag parallel lines on a pale yellow
background.11 Though these motifs are all separately well attested in the figurative
repertoire of wall pegs belonging to the palace of Aššurnaṣirpal II in Assur, the
combination of these three motifs is not attested in the Assyrian capital and could indicate
an original product of local production.
In different deposition layers, most probably aimed to level or restore the pebble
floor (L. 1072), were found a number of materials reminiscent of an official Assyrian
context, i.e. a few fragmentary inscribed bricks (SQ 11-T12 and SQ 11-T13), a cylinder
seal (SQ 1066.305) and a lot of pottery mostly dating to the Late Assyrian Period,
including a fragmentary petalled thymiaterion (SQ 1066.301; SQ 1066.304) and a
globular perforated goblet with conic base (SQ 1056.301).
The cylinder seal (SQ 1066.305, fig. 15), made of serpentine, shows a combat
scene depicting a crouching bearded hero wearing a fringed garment armed with quiver
and drawn bow facing a striding griffon. The scene is framed above and below by two
decorated bands with geometrical patterns, reproducing the same decorative motifs of the
wall peg (SQ 1064.301, fig. 14). The background is filled by different symbols, i.e. the
palmette-motif occurring on the above mentioned wall peg, the morning star, symbol of
Ištar, the lunar crescent, symbol of the Moon-god, the solar disc, symbol of the Sun-god
and the rhomb, symbol of fertility. According to style, topic and material, this seal can be
dated to the ninth century BC. Contemporary examples are known from the collections of
the Assyrian capitals and the site of Hasanlu Tepe, located in West Iran south of the
Urmia Lake.12
The partly preserved thymiaterion (1066.301+304, fig. 16) consists of a petalled
cult bowl on a petalled high stand and is decorated with red painted bands. This type of
cultic object, with or without a lid, was widely in use from the Late Bronze Age until the
later periods in the Levant and in Mesopotamia, but the petalled ones occur especially in
the archaeological record of the Levant in the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age. They

10

Cf. inscription SQ 11-T14, for which see chapter 4, Aššurnaṣirpal.
Nunn 2006, 23-50, cf. no. 30 and no. 62.
12
Herbordt 1992, 84-85 and Marcus 1996, 44-45.
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are attested as well in the iconographic repertoire of the Assyrian reliefs dating to the
seventh century BC.13
The perforated globular goblet (SQ 1056.301, fig. 17) is also a shape typically
found in the Late Assyrian Period in Assur and in the region east of the Tigris.14 This fits
with the preliminary analysis of the pottery, still in progress, which indicates that the
materials belonging to this occupational phase are mostly dated to the Late or Post
Assyrian Period.
Squares 1020/680 and 1020/670
Fieldwork in both squares was begun in 2011 as preparatory work for the next
season in order to analyze the occupational sequence of the site and to complete the
existing data provided by square 1010/680.
The most recent level appears in both squares and it consists of at least two
modern floors with traces of burning cut by a big number of modern pits. In the topsoil of
both squares were found two more fragments of inscribed bricks (SQ 11-T5; SQ 11-T3).
A further modern phase consisted of a big courtyard (L. 6033; 5049; 5050) with
five circular pits with traces of ash and burnt material on the bottom, used as silos (L.
6057; 6055; 6047; 6035; 6037). This feature is to be related to the most recent level of
square 1010/680.
The earliest phase of this area was excavated in 2011 in the eastern half of square
1020/670. It consists of a large stone foundation (L. 6058-59), oriented northwestsoutheast, running along the entire space of the square, which has been leveled with
mudbricks.
Operation B
This operation consisted of two squares: the southern half of 1070/710 and
1080/700, both located on the very steep northeastern slope of the mound. Fieldwork
began in 2010, supervised by C. Pappi and C.W. Hess, who continued the work with
S. Kluitenberg and A. Ali Hama Amin in 2011.
Square 1070/710
This square revealed a conspicuous modern deposit. A small compound was
excavated, including a group of five ovens of the traditional tannur-type. These ovens seem
to have stood in the open air, since no clear inside floor or working surface was in evidence.
The removal of the modern bakery yielded near the northern edge of the excavated
area a massive mudbrick structure, at least 2.5 m wide, on a stone footing (L. 3063; 3106;
3112), oriented east-west, covering the northern half of the excavated area. The structure,
partially excavated in 2011, was eroded on its northern side, but some rows of mudbricks
13
14

Invernizzi 1997, 241-244.
Type BF 3.4, Hausleiter 2010, 299-300.
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were still preserved. The dating and the structural connections to the rest of the settlement
remain unclear.
The foundation of the wall (L. 3063; 3106; 3112) covered a sequence of trodden
surfaces (L. 3113; 3314; 3117; 3118; 3119). Within these deposits were cut a number of
burials (3124.401; 3127.401; 3139.401). The first burial (SQ 3124.401, fig. 18), cut
deeply into the surface, contained the body of a small child in flexed position and covered
above and below by large fragments of two jars which had collapsed upon the body. Two
earrings and a bracelet (SQ 3124.302; SQ 3124.303; SQ 3124.304) of bronze were still
placed above and beneath the skull and around the wrist of one arm, respectively, while a
small white bead (SQ 3124.305) was found in the sieved grave earth. The second burial
(3127.401), cut into a shallow pit, contained another small child in flexed position, though
the skull had apparently been cut by the foundation trench of the later phase. Most likely
earlier than the other burials was Burial SQ 3139.401 (fig. 19), placed in a shallow grave.
The skeleton was placed on its back with legs outstretched and arms folded across the
chest. Both arms and chest were badly shattered. The remains of an iron knife (SQ
3139.301) were laid across the pelvis.
The earliest phase reached in 2011 consists of the leveled collapse of at least one
building covering the greater part of the square. Larger sherds, including whole rims and
bases, fragments of decayed mudbrick, and fragments of baked mudbrick were scattered
throughout, though without clearly defined architectural features.
Two major features of the collapse were a pottery assemblage (L. 3135, fig. 19) in
the southwest corner of the square and a scattered cluster of baked bricks and mudbrick
fragments. The material assemblage contained a mixture of storage and cooking pottery,
mostly dating to the Late Assyrian Period,15 extending into both the southern and western
sections of the square as well as below the excavated surface. A grouping of baked bricks
and fragments (L. 3137, fig. 19), sloping or even upright within the deposit, was found
northwest of the pottery assemblage, north of a cluster of stones. Some are incised with
various decorative lines, either across the bricks or diagonally, in groupings of one to five
lines. The eastern half of the square contained a number of pits, as well as a loosely
connected grouping of embedded brick fragments around a large mill stone (L. 3147, fig.
19) and the remains of a tannur-oven (L. 3146, fig. 19) surrounded by an ash pit (L. 3145).
Square 1080/700
In the square 1080/700, due to the steepness of the slope and disturbance of
modern activities, a small part of the area was excavated. Under the remains of the
modern village, where a fragmentary inscribed brick (SQ 10-22) was found, a sequence of
mudbrick structures with stone footing were detected, built along the slope of the mound
and oriented northwest-southeast.
In the oldest levels, under a thick layer of clayish deposits, two circular silo-like
structures (L. 4052; 4053) were excavated in 2010.
15

A complete analysis of the pottery assemblage is scheduled for the next season.
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The fieldwork continued in 2011, but no relevant settlement levels were detected
in the area. The earliest evidence consisted of two badly preserved structures (L. 4077;
4078, Fig. 20), oriented northwest and northeast, that run into the south section. Their
function is still unclear.
Operation C
Fieldwork in this operation, consisting of a narrow strip in the western half of
square 1090/680, located on the eastern slope of the mound, was carried out by K.M.
Ahmed in 2010 to explore some anthropic evidence made visible by an artificial cut
operated by the villagers to enlarge a road leading up to the tell.
The small sounding revealed two main occupational phases, i.e. two stone
pavements (L. 5018; 5022) highly disturbed by modern pits.
An isolated feature consisted of the fragment of a water conduit made of terracotta
which obviously had been displaced from its original context and was found lying next to
a square brick, measuring 38 x 38 cm.
Operation D
Area D was specifically opened to explore the older occupation layers of Satu
Qala. The choice for the location of Area D was based on observations made on the
southeast slope of the tell. Inspection of this side of the tell had revealed that it sits on top
of an alluvial gravel bed. The river had cut into this bed, thereby not only eroding the bed
itself but probably also the tell on top of it, resulting in an extremely steep slope along
this side of the tell.
In the southern part of the southeast slope, a thick accumulation of land snail
shells had been observed on the surface, with a possible floor at a slightly higher
elevation. Since the steep slope prohibited excavation in regular squares, it was decided to
approach these features through a surface scraping operation. A 3 m wide section was laid
out from the houses on top of the tell down to the foot of the tell. Within this section, the
surface was scraped by removing a topsoil layer of varying thickness. The resulting
surface was cleaned and drawn as a regular vertical section, and locus numbers were then
assigned based on the drawing. Finally, each locus was sampled for artefacts and a
number of radiocarbon samples were taken from the lower half of the section.
The initial plan was to extend the section down to the gravel bed on which the site
sits, but this proved too time-consuming and was not achieved during the 2011 season.
Nevertheless, the deepest 3 m that were exposed were devoid of artefacts, suggesting that
at least in this part of the tell virgin soil may have been reached.
The next 3 m consisted of the so-called ‘shell midden’ layer that had already been
observed on the surface. It actually consisted of a number of separate layers with varying
densities of land snail shells. Pottery was absent from this part of the section. Flint was
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abundant but obsidian or other stone artefacts were not recovered, although this might be
a product of the limited exposure and sampling procedure.16
The land snail shells at Satu Qala belong to the species Helix salomonica.17 This
species is still present in Iraq today in regions with an annual precipitation between 400
and 1200 mm (Harris 1978: 458). Helix salomonica occurs frequently in late
Epipalaeolithic and early Pre-Pottery Neolithic sites in northeastern Iraq, among others
Jarmo, Nemrik, and layer B of Shanidar Cave (see Lubell 2004 for an overview). At
Jarmo, for example, the quantity of unbroken shells of H. Salomonica from excavated
areas was estimated at over 2 m3 (Braidwood 1983: 542). Based on the size of the shell
layers at Satu Qala and the density of shells within them, it seems that processing of H.
salomonica may have been just as intensive as at Jarmo. Most excavators at other sites
suggest that the snails were collected for consumption. Lubell has related the frequent
occurrence of land snail shells in Near Eastern sites dating to the late Pleistocene/early
Holocene to a combination of climatic conditions that allowed the spread of land snails
across the wider Mediterranean and Near Eastern region and the transition to agriculture
that took place around that time (Lubell 2004: 87).18
Conclusions
These two seasons in Satu Qala produced encouraging results and opened up new
perspectives in the future archaeological and historical research relevant for this area and
for the knowledge of the history of the site. Fieldwork in operation A and B provided a
good sequence of the occupational levels of the settlement from the Late Neo-Assyrian
Period to the most recent levels of the modern village of Satu Qala.
Based on sporadic epigraphic finds, occupational phases dating to the Middle and
to the Neo-Assyrian periods had been expected. But after two digging seasons the
perspectives and the aims of the project can be extended to a wider chronological range.
After the fieldwork in Area D, it can be assumed that the site of Satu Qala was occupied
at least from the Neolithic onwards. Furthermore, the occurrence of glazed tiles and a
cylinder seal, probably of local production with Assyrian influence, dated to the ninth
century BC, reveal the existence of a political and administrative center related to Assyria
during the initial expansion of the Neo-Assyrian empire period. The finds further hint at
the site’s relationship to the region located beyond the Zagros. Finally, the domestic
nature of the archaeological record of the earliest excavated levels of area A and B reveal
16
Area D was opened late in the season of 2011 and due to time constraints none of the material from the section could
be drawn or studied on site. The material has been stored in the dighouse in Taqtaq and will be studied during an
upcoming season. The radiocarbon samples have been stored with the Department of Antiquities in Koya, as they could
at the time not be taken out of the country.
17
The species identification of the land snail shells was kindly carried out by Dr. A.J. de Winter, Curator of non-marine
mollusca at the Netherlands Center for Biodiversity Naturalis. The analysis was based on a very small sample so that it
cannot be ruled out that other species were also present. Species that have been identified at other prehistoric sites in
northern Iraq, and that could potentially be present at Satu Qala as well, include the river clam Unio tigridis and
Levantina sp. (Lubell 2004).
18
The villagers of Satu Qala indicated that they do not collect land snails.
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that the site had probably changed its political and economic role in the seventh century.
The use of older materials, including inscriptions of Assyrian kings 200 years older, in the
masonry of domestic structures and the contemporary use of Late Assyrian pottery reveal
probably a post-imperial Assyrian occupation of the site that should be further explored in
the next seasons.
4. THE INSCRIPTIONS (W.H. VAN SOLDT AND C.W. HESS)
During the first and second season at Satu Qala, 41 inscribed objects were found,
26 in 2010 and 15 in 2011. Most of these were written on bricks that had been part of the
embankment wall of the palace (ki-si-ir É.GAL), but other materials were used as well.
Unfortunately, none of these objects were found in their original context. The long
occupation of the site led to a constant re-use of older material and the inscribed bricks
were often included in later walls and floors. Most of the texts are in a fragmentary
condition, but there are several bricks that are almost completely preserved. The
inscriptions can more or less be pieced together from these larger bricks and the smaller
fragments.
Apart from the bricks found in Satu Qala, there are several inscriptions that had
previously been acquired by museums in Iraq. Three are currently in the Suleimaniya
Museum (siglum: SM), one of which was found at Satu Qala in 2008. Four further
inscriptions are kept in the Museum of the Directorate of Antiquities in Koya (siglum:
Koya).19 Three of these are said to come from Satu Qala, one however from Kânî Bî, a
village ca. 16 km east of Satu Qala along the Lower Zab. An inscription cited in an
unpublished B.A. thesis written at the Salahaddin University in Erbil by Mr. Niyaz Azez
and quoted in the museum register in Koya is currently in the Iraq Museum in Baghdad.
No museum numbers have as yet been assigned to the pieces in Koya. The museum
number of the fragment in the Baghdad Museum is unknown. The numbers given below
are provisional.
In the following pages, the inscriptions are given in transliteration and translation.
It is impossible to give here the photos and copies of all the sources, but copies of some of
the better preserved versions have been included. A full presentation of all the
inscriptional material must await the definitive publication.
The texts are presented in the reconstructed chronological order of the kings of Idu.
Arguments for this reconstruction will be discussed in chapters 5 and 6. The first group
consists of four kings, Šara…ni (reading uncertain), Abbi-zēri, Bā’ilānu and KAM-ti-e-ni.
All inscriptions of this group are found on bricks originally belonging to the embankment
wall of the palace. The second group consists of Imzuyānu (reading uncertain), Edima
and Ba’auri. Their inscriptions are found on regular bricks and on glazed bricks. Finally,
there is an inscription of the Assyrian king Aššurnaṣirpal II on a glazed brick.
19

We would like to thank Mrs. Nawroz Hamad Ali, the representative of the Directorate of Antiquities in Koya, for her
kind permission to study the texts.
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The earlier group of kings
Abbi-zēri
This three-line building inscription of Abbi-zēri (Ab-bi-ze-ri) is preserved on three
brick inscriptions, SQ 10-3, SM 1068, and Koya 3.
SM 1068 (fig. 21)
1 [É.GAL mAb-b]i-ze-ri MAN KUR URU I-di
2 [……]x-ni MAN KUR URU I-di-ma
3 [……]˹É˺.GAL mAb-bi-ze-ri
Koya 3 (fig. 22)
1 É.GAL mAb-[bi-ze-ri …]
2 DUMU ˹x-ra˺-[…]
SQ 10-3 (fig. 23)
1 É.G[AL …]
2 A Ša?-x[…]
3 ki-si-[ir …]
“1Palace of Abbi-zēri, king of the land of the city of Idu, 2son of Šara…ni, also
king of the land of the city of Idu. 3The embankment wall of the palace of Abbi-zēri.”
Although in SQ 10-3 the name of the king is not preserved, it probably belongs to
this group. SM 1068 also has three lines and the line starting with ki-si-ir is always the
last one in the inscriptions of the earlier kings. Note, however, that the Koya inscription
seems to leave this line out.
In line 2, the sign following A or DUMU could be ŠA or perhaps ZU. In the Koya
inscription the second sign of the name is probably RA. The last sign of this patronymic
of Abbi-zēri is a clear NI, but the sign preceding it in SM 1068 is unclear. It consists of
two vertical wedges intersected by a horizontal. The reading Šar…ni is only tentative.
In line 3, the word ki-si-ir has been restored from other inscriptions. The spelling
suggests a by-form kisru of the better known kisirtu.20
Bā’ilānu
A five-line building inscription of king Bā’ilānu (fig. 24), son of Abbi-zēri, is
preserved on nineteen bricks: eleven from Satu Qala21, one fragment in the Suleimaniya
20
CAD K 422a s.v. kisirtu “dam, embankment, facing,” as in the embankment wall built by Adad-nērāri I in Assur
(RIMA 1, 141, no. 8); see the overview in Harrak 1985. Note also the form mīlu for mīltu “flood” in texts from DūrKatlimmu, for which see Röllig 2008: 70.
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Museum22 and seven from Koya.23 The inscription is quite similar to the one of KAM-tie-ni, for which see below. A complete score of both inscriptions will appear in the
definitive publication.
1
2
3
4
5

É.GAL Ba-i-la-ni MAN KUR URU ˹I-di˺
A Ab-bi-NUMUN MAN KUR URU I-˹di˺-ma
É.GAL ša e-pu-šu-ú-ni
a-na ša AD.MEŠ-šu ú-ša-te-er
ki-si-ir É.GAL mBa-i-la-ni

“1Palace of Bā’ilānu, king of the land of the city of Idu, 2son of Abbi-zēri, king of
the land of the city of Idu. 3The palace which he built 4he made greater than that of his
fathers. 5The embankment wall of the palace of Bā’ilānu.”
There are some small differences between the inscriptions of Bā’ilānu and KAMti-e-ni. In line 2, most of the Bā’ilānu inscriptions favor the spelling NUMUN instead of
-ze-ri in the name of Abbi-zēri. Only one text (SQ 11-T5) has a syllabic spelling. All
inscriptions of KAM-ti-e-ni write this element syllabically. In line 4, some of the texts
(SQ 10-1, 10-4, 10-15, SM 1085) write a-na as a ligature (a+na). In the KAM-ti-e-ni
inscriptions the only attestation of this word has a-na (SQ 11-T1). The word abbē,
“fathers”, is almost always spelled AD.MEŠ in the Bā’ilānu inscriptions (AB.[MEŠ] in
SQ 10-15), but AB-e in the inscriptions of KAM-ti-e-ni.
One inscription (Koya 5) can be atttributed to either king.
KAM-ti-e-ni
A five-line building inscription of king KAM-ti-e-ni, son of Abbi-zēri, is preserved
on 15 bricks which – other than the bricks carrying Bā’ilānu’s inscription – were all found
at Satu Qala.24 No inscription is complete.
1
2
3
4
5

21

É.GAL mKAM-ti-e-ni MAN KUR URU I-[di]
A Ab-bi-ze-ri MAN KUR URU I-di-[ma]
É.GAL ša e-pu-šu-ú-ni25
a-na ša AB-e-šu ú-ša-te-e[r]
ki-si-ir É.GAL mKAM-ti-e-n[i]

SQ 10-1, 10-4, 10-9, 10-14, 10-15, 10-22, 11-T5, 11-T8, 11-T10, 11-T12, 11-T13.
SM 1085.
23
Koya 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9.
24
SQ 10-7, 10-11, 10-16, 10-17, 10-26, 10-27, 10-31, 10-35, 10-37, 10-41, 11-T1, 11-T2, 11-T4, 11-T7, 11-T11.
25
SQ 10-31 apparently leaves out Ú.
22
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“1Palace of KAM-ti-e-ni, king of the land of the city of Idu, 2son of Abbi-zēri,
[also] king of the land of the city of Idu. 3The palace which he built 4he made greater than
that of his fathers. 5The embankment wall of the palace of KAM-ti-e-ni.”
In line 3 one text (SQ 10-31) appears to have left out the sign Ú. The sign -ni is
only preserved in SQ 10-16 and 10-31.
In lines 4-5 the beginning of the lines is only fully preserved in SQ 11-T1. For the
orthography AB-e-šu, against the AD.MEŠ-šu of the inscriptions of Bā’ilānu, see the
inscription of the latter, above.
The later group of kings
Edima
There is no direct connection between the earlier and the later kings. It is possible
that one or two kings should be added before the later group, but this is uncertain (see
also below and section 5).
The earliest inscription of the later group is the inscription of Edima, son of
Imzuyānu (SQ 11-T9, fig. 25). Unlike the earlier texts, it consists of only two lines which
are partly broken and difficult to read. This goes in particular for the name of the father.
Edima is also attested in the inscriptions of his son Ba’auri, for which see below.
Unfortunately, the name of the city is broken. The restorations are based on the
inscriptions of earlier and later kings.
1 É.˹GAL mE-di-ma˺ M[AN URU I-di]
2 ˹A? m?˺Im?-zu?-ia-ni MAN U[RU I-di-ma]
“1Palace of Edima, king [of the city of Idu], son(?) of Imzuyānu(?), [also] king of
the city [of Idu].”
In the first line the name Edima seems certain, even though some of the signs are
not complete. The beginning of the second line is difficult to read, but the preserved
traces seem to point to the interpretation presented here. Nothing is known about a king
Imzuyānu outside this text.
Ba’auri
The name of this king is attested on two glazed bricks.26 The name of his father
Edima is preserved on only one of them (SQ 10-10+). For the father, see above. The
inscriptions are painted above and below the drawings that cover most of the brick’s
surface. For a description of these objects, see section 3 of the present article.
The first brick (SQ 10-6, fig. 4) preserves the following inscription:

26

SQ 10-6 and SQ 10-10+10-13+10-45+10-46 (complete after join).
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1 [... Ba]-˹a˺-u-ri MAN KUR I-di
2 [A ...] MAN KUR URU I-di-ma
The second brick (SQ 10-10+, fig. 5) is composed of four fragments bearing the
depiction of a winged, bearded sphinx with a 2 line inscription.
1 É.GAL mBa-a-u-ri MAN KUR I-d[i]
2 ˹A˺ mE-di-ma MAN KUR I-di-ma
These two inscriptions are probably almost identical and the translation is as follows:
“1Palace of Ba’auri, king of the land of Idu, 2son of Edima, also king of the land
of Idu.”
As far as the texts are preserved, the only noticeable difference is the addition of
URU in the second line of SQ 10-6. In the earlier texts KUR and URU are normally both
present (see above). In the inscription of Edima only URU appears to have been written
(see above). For the names of the kings Edima and Ba’auri, see below.
We can add one further inscription of this king, found during excavations in level
IV of Hasanlu Tepe, south of the Urmia Lake, together with a large number of other
imported Assyrian materials. The destruction of this level can most likely be dated to the
end of the ninth century BC.27 The text is inscribed on a stone bowl (HAS 64.648), and
was most recently edited by M. Salvini.28 It is palaeographically similar to the glazed
brick inscription of Idu. The inscription identifies the bowl as belonging to the “Palace of
Ba’auri, king of the land of Idu”29. How and why this inscribed object arrived at Hasanlu
remains unknown.
An inscription of Aššurnaṣirpal II
During the 2011 excavations a glazed plaque carrying an inscription was recovered
in square 1010/680 (SQ 11-T14, fig. 14). Unfortunately, only a quarter of the brick is
preserved. It had been used as filling material in a wall. While the last signs of the
personal name and title are broken, both style and palaeography would indicate a
restoration Aššurnaṣirpal, most likely none other than Aššurnaṣirpal II of Assyria (fig.
26).
The inscription reads:
˹É˺.GAL mAš-šur-PAP-[A MAN KUR Aš-šur …]
“Palace of Aššurnaṣir[pal, king of the land of Aššur …]”

27

Dyson 1965: 202; Muscarella 2012: 267f.
Salvini 1984: 55-56. Salvini dates the bowl to the 9th century.
29
For the rest of the inscription, see Salvini 1984.
28
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Close inspection of the name reveals that a reading Aš-šur is more likely than A-šur.
Note that Aš-šur is the spelling used in Aššurnaṣirpal’s inscriptions.
The names of the kings of Idu
The names of the kings pose a problem. Most of them seem to defy easy
interpretation and are unattested elsewhere. The two writings Ab-bi-ze-ri and Ab-biNUMUN confirm the interpretation of the second element. It would seem to indicate a
Semitic name, though we are unable to find parallels for Abbi- elsewhere.
The most likely explanation for Ba-i-la-ni would be a hypochoristic form with the
-ān suffix of names such as Bā’il-Marduk or similar as well as the shortened form Bā’ilu,
attested in the Middle Babylonian personal names from Nippur but atypical for Middle
Assyrian.30
As for KAM-ti-e-ni, a reading Erištēnu finds support in an undated, but
palaeographically Middle Assyrian inscription found at Nineveh and published by A.R.
Millard.31 Only the left side of the tablet is preserved, but mentions a king [mI/E-ri]-iš-tie-en-ni (obv. 2’) in connection with the KUR Lu-ul-lu-ma-a (rev. 12’), “Lullubaean
land.” Millard suggests a “Hurrian-Akkadian hybrid name,” translated “Desire of the
gods”, but the name may also be interpreted as a hypocoristic of a name beginning with
erištu.32
E-di-ma is unintelligible, though we can perhaps compare it structurally to the
Idaean Nik-di-ma defeated by Shalmaneser III in Zamua (RIMA 3.0.102.10 ii 6-9).
The name Ba-a-u-ri is also problematic, but it could be of either Hurrian or
Urartian origin. If so, it should probably be understood as a verbal base b/pa- with the
ending -auri.33 Both in Hurrian and in Urartian such an ending exists, which according to
G. Wilhelm serves as a suffix for the “patient-oriented participle” with transitive verbs.34
The name Ba’auri is possibly already attested as Ba-IA-ú-ri (Bayuri or Bayauri) in
a Middle Assyrian sale document (KAJ 169), belonging to the archive of the family of
Urad-Šerūa, dating to the period between Adad-nīrārī I (1305-1274) and Tukultī-Ninurta I
(1243-1207).35 This person is said to come from the city of Paranzi and acts as the seller

30

E.g. BE 14, 56a, 18, listed in AHw 120 s.v. bêlu and CAD B 30b s.v. bāʼilu, see Hölscher 1996: 44.
Millard 1985: 21 (= RIMA 1.0.76.1001), following a suggestion by W.G. Lambert in Klengel 1966: 361 fn. 68.
32
Compare also the name fE-riš-te-e from Tell Billa, for which see Saporetti 1970: 213.
33
Despite the spelling one could also think of an ending -uri. Pruszinsky 2003: 229, following Salvini 1998: 309,
identifies a verbal form pai- “he created” as well as the adverb (p. 232) -ur(i)- “there, present,” though it is hard to see
how both together could produce a meaningful name. In Urartian there is a participle ending -uri which serves as a
“subject-oriented participle” with intransitive verbs, see Wilhelm 2004: 124 (14).
34
For Hurrian, see Wilhelm 2004: 103 (4), and Wegner 2007: 113 (“beschreiben vollendete Handlungen…”). For
Urartian, see Wilhelm 2004: 125 (3) and Hazenbos 2007: 151. See also Wilhelm 1988.
35
Postgate 1988: ix-x.
31
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of a slave girl who is identified by Postgate as a Lullubean.36 Whether Urartian names
could be expected at such an early date remains unknown for lack of data.
As for the date of these texts, note that the shape of the sign BA fits the early NeoAssyrian period better than the Middle Assyrian period (see below).
The language of the inscriptions
The language in which the inscriptions are written is the Assyrian dialect of
Akkadian. The inscriptions resemble the ones known from other provincial capitals very
closely, such as the ones found in, for example, Tell Bderi (Dūr-Aššur-ketta-lēšer).37 The
ductus of the inscriptions is clearly Middle Assyrian and certain features such as the
subjunctive in -ni and the prefix ē- for the 3rd p. of epēšu also point in this direction;
compare the form e-pu-šu-ú-ni (ēpušūni) in the Bā’ilānu and KAM-ti-e-ni inscriptions.
Also the ligature a+na is well-known from Middle Assyrian texts38. These remarks
mainly apply to the inscriptions on bricks made of dried clay, the glazed bricks are too
short for such an analysis. They are to be dated on the basis of their iconographical
features, for which see section 3 of the present article.
The palaeography of the inscriptions
A brief overview of some sign forms is given in the table (fig. 27), using the
copies made by van Soldt during the 2011 excavations.39 The best point of comparison is
provided by the inscriptions from Tell Bdēri and Tell Ṭābān, particularly those of Aššurketta-lēšer (II), son of Adad-bēl-gabbe. S. Maul dates this king to the middle of the
twelfth to the early eleventh century BC, making him a contemporary of the king TiglathPileser I in Assur.40
If we begin with the inscriptions from Abbi-zērī, Bā’ilānu, and KAM-ti-e-ni, we
can identify similar forms particularly in BA, ŠA, and NA between the Satu Qala and Tell
Ṭābān inscriptions. All would indicate a date in the later rather than earlier Middle
Assyrian period for the inscriptions from Satu Qala.
The second set of inscriptions of Edima and Ba’auri offer far fewer points of
comparison. The two lines of the brick inscription of Edima are tighter and more
cramped. But particularly the form of BA in the glazed bricks of Ba’auri would indicate
an early Neo-Assyrian rather than a Middle Assyrian date.
36

See the reading mBa-iu-ú-ri in Postgate 1988: 123, following collation; see also Faist 2001: 183 fn. 165. Saporetti
1970: 480 lists the name under Tejauri, following the copy in KAJ 169. Cf. also the names mIš-pa-ú-ri, attested for a
man from the town of Na-ḫal-ṣar-bi-te in a Neo-Assyrian text from Šibanība, JCS 7, 137 Nr. 72, 6 and mIš-pi-ú-ri-i,
listed as mayor of Jagirija in JCS 7, 137 Nr. 69, 15. Both texts most likely date to the reign of Shalmaneser III. Salvini
1984: 55 also compares the personal name Ka-ú-ri/Qa-ú-ri from Nuzi. See Cassin and Glassner 1977: 78.
37
See Maul 1992; Maul 2005; van Soldt 2008.
38
See, for example, Cancik-Kirschbaum 1996: 73f; Maul 1992: 55f; Maul 2005: 83f.
39
Sign forms for Tell Bdēri/Tell Ṭābān are taken from Maul 2005.
40
Maul 2005: 10-17; cf. Shibata 2007: 66; Shibata 2012: 489.
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5. A SKETCH HISTORY OF IDU IN THE MIDDLE AND NEO-ASSYRIAN PERIODS (C.W. HESS)
The Middle Assyrian Period
During the Middle Assyrian period, Idu was a province of the Middle Assyrian
empire. Since the conquest of Idu is never mentioned in the royal inscriptions, we are left
with only general considerations on the surrounding areas for the date of Assyrian control.41
Middle Assyrian presence along the Lower Zab is securely indicated by the
excavations at Bazmūsiyān, upstream from Satu Qala in the Rāniyā plain.42 The small
group of fragmentary tablets found there have been roughly dated to the thirteenth
century, indicating Middle Assyrian control beyond Idu by this time.43 Indirect evidence
for earlier Assyrian control over the region of Idu might then be inferred from reports on
the Assyrian expansion along the Lower Zab and towards Lullubu. Adad-nērārī I’s
eastward expansion is reflected in his title of “defeater of the mighty army of the Kassites,
the Gutians, the Lullubaeans and Subaraeans.”44 A section of the Synchronistic History
indicates the battles between Adad-nērārī I (1305-1274/1295-1264) and Nazi-Maruttaš
had led to Babylonian defeat and establishment of boundaries roughly 75 km south of the
Lower Zab, but, following S. Jakob, not to permanent control over the territory.45 At least
from Shalmaneser I’s reign on, several cities on the Lower Zab already belonged to
Middle Assyrian territory.46 MARV 3, 10, a pišerti karūʼe-text connected with the
eponymate of Aššur-kāšid, reports on yields from Turšan (Tell Māḥūz), Sira and
Tarbašḫe.47 If B. Ismail and J.N. Postgate are correct in their identification of the bēl
pāḫete Iddin-Aššur in the Tell ʿAlī texts, then (N)Arzuḫina may also have been a
province at this time as well.48 Even though the identification of the latter with Gök Tepe
remains uncertain, this puts us ever closer to the territory of Idu. Connecting this

41

See the discussion of the Assyrian presence on the Lower Zab in Tenu 2009: 172; Pappi 2012; Llop 2012: 103f.
Tenu 2009: 170f; Pappi 2012: 603.
43
Læssøe 1959: 17; Tenu 2009: 171.
44
Adad-nērārī I: 3né-er dap-nu-ti um-ma-an kaš-ši-i 4Qu-ti-i Lu-lu-mì-i ù Šu-ba-ri-i RIMA 1.0.76.1, 3-4; Shalmaneser I:
ka-ši-id Lu-ul-lu-bi-i ù Šu-ba-ri-i RIMA 1.0.77.4, 14; see Cifola 1995: 25f. and Tenu 172, who assigns Adad-nērārī I
control over all the territories up to the Zagros foothills; but cf. Klengel 1966: 361 for references to Lullubu under
Adad-nērārī I and Shalmaneser I as a tradition which need not reflect a real political situation.
45
Grayson 1975: 160f. i 24’-31’ = Glassner 2005: 178 i 24’-31’; Jakob 2011: 191-208. Babylonian incursions up to the
city of Kilizu in the time of Enlil-nērārī are mentioned in Grayson 1975: 185, 3-10 (Assyrian Chronicle Fragment 1) =
Glassner 2005: 184 (Chronicle of Enlil-nārārī). Cf. Adad-nērārī I’s title 5mu-dí-ip kúl-la-at na-ki-ri… 7iš-tu Lu-ub-di ù
māt(KUR) Ra-pi-qu 8a-di E-lu-ḫat (RIMA 1.0.76.1, 5-8).
46
Shalmaneser I’s (1273-1244) main military concern seems, however, to have been with Ḫanigalbat and Uruaṭri in the
north rather than with the south or east (e.g. RIMA 1.0.77.1).
47
Freydank 1994: 13-30. On the Location of Turšan, probably Tall Māḥūz on the southern bank of the Lower Zab, see
Fincke 1993: 305-309. The date of MARV 3, 10 is broken, but Aššur-kāšid is listed as the eponym at the time of
harvest; see Freydank 1994: 27f. Note also Llop 2012 for the first mention of Kilizu in KAV 107, 14 and A 1722, 9
under Shalmaneser I.
48
Ismail and Postgate 2008: 151. On the identification of (N)Arzuḫina with Gök Tepe see Fincke 1993: 68f; cf. Müller
1994: 35f; Tenu 2009: 173.
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expansion up the Lower Zab with Adad-nērārī I’s and Shalmaneser I’s epithets, we might
date Idu’s inclusion around the time of the Adad-nērārī I.
The first dateable mention of Idu as a province in Middle Assyrian sources occurs
in MARV 4, 127, from Kār-Tukultī-Ninurta, and MARV 10, 6.49 MARV 4, 127 lists
harvest yields from several persons and places, including Idu together with Nēmad-Ištar,
while MARV 10, 61 lists parcels of land in Idu as well as Nēmad-Ištar and Rēš-nēberi.
Based on the place names mentioned, H. Freydank dates both texts to the reign of
Tukultī-Ninurta I.50 This at least would fit with his campaigns against Tulsinâ, Šasila and
Mašḫaṭ-šarri “on the opposite bank of the Lower Zab.” (RIMA 1.0.78.1 iv 24-36).51
Our main source for Idu in the remaining Middle Assyrian period is provided by
some 37 economic texts from the administration of gināʼu-offerings, in which Idu,
usually in a fixed sequence between Katmuḫḫu and Talmuššu or grouped together with
Kilizu or Ḫalaḫḫu, delivers barley, emmer, honey and fruit to the capital.52 Several of the
texts are dated, and indicate continued Assyrian presence from the time of TukultīNinurta I to Tiglath-Pileser I. MARV 7, 27 comes from the eponymate of Adad-rība in
the reign of Enlil-kudurrī-uṣur;53 MARV 5, 35 from the eponymate of Ninurta-apil-Ekur;
MARV 6, 29 and MARV 6, 57 from the eponymate of Bēr-nāṣir in the reign of Ninurtaapil-Ekur (l. 16);54 MARV 9, 12 from the eponymate of Salmānu-zēra-iqīša in the reign
of Ninurta-apil-Ekur;55 MARV 5, 1 likely from the eponymate of Saggiʼu in the reign of
Ninurta-apil-Ekur;56 MARV 6, 70 and MARV 7, 58 from the eponymate of TiglathPileser I (l. 11 and l. 12, respectively); MARV 6, 3 and MARV 6, 22 from the eponymate
of Aššur-šallimšunu;57 MARV 8, 13 from the eponymate of Ištu-Aššur-ašāmšu in the
second year of Tiglath-Pileser I; and MARV 1, 25 from the eponymate of Ninurta-aḫaiddina.58 Idu is also mentioned in the long tabular lists MARV 2, 21, 6 and MARV 9, 1, 7,
both from the eponymate of Paʼuzu. The tablets are usually dated to the 38th year of
Tiglath-Pileser I, but H. Freydank has recently suggested an identification with Paʼuzu,
the father of the eponym Aššur-šēzibanni/ēṭiranni from the archive of Ninurta-tukul49
See the recent discussion on the creation of the Middle Assyrian provincial system in Llop 2012, who favors a date in
the reign of Adad-nērārī I or Shalmaneser I.
50
Freydank 2009: 44-48; Prechel and Freydank 2011: 7. As in MARV 5, 3, 17 or MARV 4, 127, 12, Idu is often paired
with Talmuššu or Kilizu as a province.
51
See Llop and George 2001/2002: 16 fn. 110 on possible localizations of Šasilu.
52
See for the fixed sequence together with Talmuššu e.g.. MARV 5, 1, 8; MARV 5, 2 9; MARV 5, 3, 17; MARV 5, 14,
7; MARV 5, 35 obv. 14; MARV 6, 29, 2; MARV 6, 32 obv. 5; MARV 6, 57, 2; MARV 7, 30, 5’; MARV 7, 55, 6;
MARV 7, 58, 3; MARV 8, 94, 11; MARV 9, 2, 9; MARV 9, 6, 7; MARV 9, 9, 4’; MARV 9, 12, 7; MARV 9, 50, 5;
MARV 10, 61, 6; note also that the boatman (lúMÁ.LAḪ5) mKa-ri-ia in MARV 6, 29 is responsible for deliveries from
both Idu (l. 2) and Talmuššu (l. 6).
53
Freydank 1991: 109.
54
Freydank 1991: 129.
55
Llop 2008: 24; Llop 2011: 442.
56
Restoration suggested in Freydank and Feller 2004: 8; Freydank 2006: 219; on the date of Saggiʼu, see Freydank 1991:
165.
57
Freydank 1991, 122f.: “um das Akzessionsjahr Tiglatpilesars I.”
58
Freydank 1991: 157f.
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Aššur (M6).59 J. Llop also notes that “examination of the dates of the rest of these lists
reveals that most of them… were written during the reign of Ninurta-apil-Ekur.”60 The
last dated mention of Idu as a province would then be provided by the list MARV 1, 25,
16 from the eponymate of Ninurta-aḫa-iddina, dated to the 20th year of Tiglath-Pileser I.61
During this time, Idu was governed by provincial governors (bēl pāḫēte), for
whom we have at least three names. The undated “tribute list” BM 122635+ published in
Iraq 32, pl. 33-34 lists an mÚ-˹ba?-sa-ia˺ bēl pāḫete(EN.NAM) ša uruI-[di].62 Another
provincial governor of Idu, Aššur-abuk-aḫḫē, is mentioned together with the rab gināʼe
Ezbu-līšir, in MARV 6, 22, 6’-7’, a receipt for the delivery of gināʼu-offerings for four
years dated to the eponymate of Aššur-šallimšunu.63 S. Jakob further identifies the Aššurēriš in MARV 1, 25 as bēl pāḫete of Idu and supervisor of the qēpu-administrators Ēṣidu
and Serrēmu, responsible for the collection of offerings.64 In MARV 6, 3, MARV 6, 29,
and MARV 6, 57 these were brought from Idu to the capital at Assur by boat.
The cities of Idu and Zaqqu are often paired together. If we accept C. Pappi’s
recent suggestion for a location of Zaqqu on the southern Bank of the Zab, near Idu, we
can draw several other conclusions.65 A literary letter edited by J. Llop and A. George
names Zaqqu as the border-territory where the Babylonian king was to meet with
Mutakkil-Nuska, brother of Ninurta-tukulti-Aššur and rival claimant to the Assyrian
throne.66 The synchronistic history describes Nebuchadnezzar I’s failed siege of Zaqqu
and Idu during the reign of Aššur-rēša-iši. If Zaqqu is to be located opposite Idu, the
Synchronistic History would suggest that the area south of the Lower Zab was at least
contested border territory at the time.67 Tiglath-Pileser I, marching against Karduniaš,
again had to conquer Turšān on the Lower Zab, Arman in Ugār-Sallu as well as Lubdu.
He crossed the Radānu and conquered settlements at the foot of the mountains Kaštilla
and Kamulla.68 On two occasions he faced Marduk-nādin-aḫḫē in battle near Arzuḫina.69
But A. Fuchs describes these conquests as mere raids which could no longer maintain
59

Postgate 1985: 100; Freydank 1991: 161; Jakob 2003: 12 n. 96; but cf. Freydank 2006: 220 fn. 19 and the discussion
in Llop 2011: 442; Llop 2012: 103f.
60
Llop 2012: 103f.
61
Llop 2012: 103f. n. 107; Freydank 1991: 157.
62
Restoration in Postgate 1985: 99; Maul 1992: 47 fn. 178 follows Millard in dating the text roughly to the middle of
the 12th century.
63
Restoration at the end of l. 3’ following Freydank 2005: 15.
64
Jakob 2003: 282.
65
Pappi 2012: 605f.
66
Llop and George 2001/2002: 4, 44’.
67
Grayson 1975: 162-164, 1’-13’ = Glassner 2005: 178-181; see the discussion in Brinkman 1968: 110; Tenu 2009:
257; Fuchs 2011: 257; Llop 2012: 103f. Nebuchadnezzar I’s campaigns in the area are also indicated by his title ša danna KURLul-lu-bi-i ú-šam-qí-tu i-na kakki(GIŠ.TUKUL) “who smote the mighty Lullubî with the sword” BBSt 6 i 9. A
tenuous connection between Idu and Babylonia might be suggested by the personal name mI-da-a-a DUMU mKi-ri-ikme in the Kudurru YOS 1, 37 iii 8’, from the 12th year of Marduk-šāpik-zēri; Brinkman 1968: 254 n. 1622 suggests a
Kassite identification for the patronymic.
68
RIMA 2.0.87.10, 36-40.
69
Grayson 1975: 164f. 14’-24’ = Glassner 2005: 180, 14”-24”.
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effective control.70 According to a chronicle fragment, the cities Ninive, Kilizu, and Idu
may have already been subject to Aramaean raids during the reign of Tiglath-Pileser I.71
The Local Dynasty of Idu
If the considerations on the palaeography of the inscriptions from Satu Qala are
correct, they are unlikely to date much earlier than Tiglath-Pileser I. The local dynasty
thus most likely arose in the wake of the disintegration of Middle Assyrian imperial
control, either late in the reign of Tiglath-Pileser I (after year 20) or during the reigns of
Ašarēd-apil-Ekur or Aššur-bēl-kala. Since the area around Idu was already hotly
contested under Aššur-rēša-iši and Tiglath-Pileser I, we would tend to date the rise of an
independent dynasty at Idu rather earlier than later.72
While the short label inscriptions yield no information on history or political
relations, the dynasty must have been stable enough to allow at least seven successive
kings, most likely from the same dynasty, six of whom were able to undertake
construction work on the site. The titles of “king of the land of (the city of) Idu” indicate
regional control beyond the immediate city environs. But how far political control
extended remains unclear. The presence of an inscription of Baʼauri at Hasanlu, noted in
section 4 of the present article, suggests some sort of relations between Idu and the
Zagros, though the inscription itself may also simply have arrived at Hasanlu after the
Assyrian reconquest of Idu.
The kings of Idu could then maintain political independence from Assur over at
least seven generations. But palaeography as well as the styles of the decorations reflect
contemporary developments in Assyria, hinting at continued ties to the informal empire of
Assyrian cultural dominance.
The Reconquest of Idu
The annals of Aššur-dan II already indicate a renewed Assyrian expansion along
the Lower Zab in connection with the Aramaean Ruqaḫu.73 The next mention of Idu in
the Assyrian royal inscriptions is in the long version of Adad-nērārī II’s annals (911-891),
dated to his 19th year (893 BC). There he bears the epithet URUI-du URUZaq-qu bi-ra-ateMEŠ šá māt(KUR) dA-šur a-na mi-ṣir māti(KURti)-šu ú-te-˹er˺-ru “(who) brought back
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Fuchs 2011: 259.
[…] I-di ḫal-ṣi uruNinua kurKi-li-[zi iḫ-bu-tu], Grayson 1975: 189, 12 (Assyrian Chronicle Fragment 4) = Glassner
2005: 188, 12’ (Chronicle of Tiglath-Pileser I), who accepts the reading Idu; cf. Postgate 1985: 100 for a possible
reading of either [Tai]du or Idu.
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But note that Aššur-bēl-kala still claims to have both battled Aramaeans (RIMA 2.0.89.7 iii 27) and hunted (RIMA
2.0.89.7 iv 17f.) on Mount Ḫāna in Lullubu (šid-di KUR Lu-lu-me-e), which may imply a claim to control over the
associated territories. See the discussion on the localization of Ḫāna, to be distinguished from Ḫāna on the Middle
Euphrates, in Nashef 1982: 117.
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[…]-li māt(KUR) Ru-qa-ḫu ídZa-ba ša māt(KUR) x [x (x)], RIMA 2.0.98.1 22; see Lipiński 2000: 47-49; Pappi 2012:
605. The identfication of ídZa-ba with the Lower Zab was already proposed by Weidner 1926: 156 fn. 9.
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into the boundaries of his land the cities Idu (and) Zaqqu, fortresses of Assyria.”74 This
means that the dynasty of Idu can have ruled no more than about 183 years, from 1076893. Despite the absence of any more precise dates, if we assume a ballpark figure of 20
years per reign, the seven kings together would already give us about 140 years. If we
push the conclusion further and assume again, based on the palaeographic similarity to
Tell Bdēri and Tell Ṭābān, that the father of Abbi-zērī was the first king of independent
Idu, we would be missing at most two kings between KAM-ti-e-ni and Im-zu-ia-ni.
By the time of Aššurnaṣirpal II’s first campaign, the Assyrian army was able,
following M. Liverani’s reconstruction, to ford the Haibat-Sultan north of Koi Sanjaq
and, by the third campaign, to Zamua, move south from Kilizu across the Lower Zab to
the Bābītu pass without mention of Idu in between.75 The fugitive remnants of the
Idaeans, under Nikdera and Nikdeme, were then captured by Shalmaneser III in his fourth
regnal year, crossing Mount Kullar and entering the land of Zamua (RIMA 3.0.102.6 ii
10-12).76 It is noteworthy that he also mentions the capture of their cities in this region
(URU.MEŠ-ni šá mNi-ik-de-ra URU I-da-a-a-a mNi-ik-de-ra-ma).
Aftermath and decline
The fragmentary glazed plaque SQ 11-T14, discussed in section 4 of the present
article, however, provides a promising glimpse of an aftermath to Adad-nērārī II’s
conquest. Accepting a restoration ˹É˺.GAL mAš-šur-PAP-[A MAN KUR Aš-šur] and
identification with Aššurnaṣirpal II of Assyria, we can presume the construction of
another Assyrian palace at Idu after the reconquest under Adad-nērārī II. J.N. Postgate
identifies the rebuilding or restoration of palaces and provincial centers as “one of a
number of topoi to do with the economic revitalization of Assyria” from Tiglath-Pileser I
to Shalmaneser III.77 A good example is provided by the building of Apku by Aššur-bēlkala in the “Broken Obelisk” (RIMA 2.0.89.7 v 32-35) and again by Adad-nērārī II
(RIMA 2.0.99.2, 36-37). The latter mentions the widespread construction of “palaces in
the districts of … [his] land.” (RIMA 2.0.99.2, 120f.). The inscription SQ 11-T14 would
provide the first and so far only indication that Aššurnaṣirpal II or one of his governors
built or rebuilt the administrative palace of Idu.78
The further history of Idu in the Neo-Assyrian period is marked by steady decline,
precipitated by numerous factors. At least during the eighth and seventh centuries, both
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RIMA 2.0.99.2, 34; cf. Brinkman 1968: 101 n. 555.
Liverani 1992: 19-28.
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The nisbe “Idaean” may be interpreted as meaning that Nikdeme and Nikdera were also rulers or officials of Idu. Cf.
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Postgate 2003-2005: 218.
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Idu and Zaqqu were incorporated into the province of Arbail.79 A last, indirect reference
to economic activity in the region is provided by the mention of Zaqqu in Adad-nērārī
III’s (810-783) “decree of regular offerings for the Aššur temple,” SAA 12, 72, 8.
A major cause of Idu’s decline can be sought in the shifting geography of the NeoAssyrian period. In the Middle Assyrian period, the city could provide not only valuable
farmland but easy access to the Rāniyā plain, to the Zagros, as well as to Zamua for the
capital at Assur. With the transfer of the royal court to Kalḫu in 879, other routes, both
along the Upper Zab to the north and through the Bābītu pass to Zamua in the south, were
more useful and used, as indicated both by Aššurnaṣirpal II’s campaign routes and the
reconstructions in L. Levine’s Geographical Studies.80 While the archaeological evidence
seems to indicate that the site of Satu Qala continued to be inhabited as a smaller
settlement even until after the fall of Assyria, it was no longer of central importance to the
political and geographic concerns of an expanding empire.
6. IDU UNTIL THE END OF THE OLD BABYLONIAN PERIOD (K.M. AHMED)
Satu Qala (ancient Idu) is located on a strategic point that made it an important
site over the ages. As mentioned before, it is located on the Lower Zab, which is not only
an important means of transportation, but which also today separates two major provinces
from each other: Erbil and Kirkuk. The role of the Lower Zab as a regional boundary goes
back to much older periods. In the Middle Babylonian and Middle Assyrian periods the
Lower Zab region was an area disputed by the two states on several occasions and the
boundary was set there only after peace had been concluded.81 It is also said that after the
fall of Nineveh the river separated the Neo-Babylonian and the Median Empires.82 Later,
in the Parthian period, the province of Adiabene, a semi-independent kingdom, was called
by this name because of its location between the two Zabs.83
Before Qabrā emerged at the beginning of the Old Babylonian (OB) period, Idu
seems to have been one of the crossing points from south to north. Idu is also located at
the gate that leads from the plains of the west to the mountains of the east and northeast.
Therefore, it was at a major crossroad of two axes, south-north and west-east.
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Already noted by Llop and George 2001/2002: 13; Radner 2006-2008: 45.
Radner 2011: 324; Levine 1974.
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Cf. for example Chronicle 21 about the battles round, and fixing the boundary at, the GNs Sugagu (I 19’), Šasilu (I
21’), KA.DINGIR.XV.DIŠ of Ugarsallu (I 25’), Pilsaqi (I 29’), Arman of Ugarsallu (I 30’), Idu (II 8’), close to the
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Neo-Babylonian Empire, see Rollinger 2003: 290-1, who refers to Kuhrt 1995.
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The oldest written evidence concerning the region of Idu comes from the Ur III
period. During the reigns of Šulgi and Amar-Sîn, military campaigns reached the regions
of the Lower Zab and beyond, including Urbilum and Šašrum. Šašrum is identified with
modern Tell Shemshāra (OB Šušarrā) in the Rāniya Plain. The Ur III campaign against
Šašrum seems to have followed the west-east axis, since there is also mention of
Šikšabbum,84 Šurutḫum85 (var. Šaritḫum)86 and Tikitiḫum.87 Frayne has suggested an
identification of Tikitiḫum with modern Taqtaq.88 If we accept this, the campaign must
have reached Tikitiḫum first, then Šašrum. Although there is no mention of the latter, the
campaign certainly passed through the region of Idu. Even if Tikitiḫum was not Taqtaq,
the mention of Šikšabbum provides solid evidence. Šikšabbum was an important center in
the Early Old Babylonian period and it was frequently mentioned in the correspondence
between Kuwari, the lord of Šušarrā, his lord Šamšī-Adad, and two of his officials,
Etellum the general, and Yadinum.89 According to the evidence provided by this
correspondence and other sources, Šikšabbum must have been at or close to Taqtaq. The
Haladiny inscription of Iddi(n)-Sîn mentions Šikšabbum as a land, not as a city. Perhaps
the land around the city was called after the city during this time. Šikšabbum played an
important role in the time of Šamšī-Adad’s war to control the east Tigris region. It was
the capital of the kingdom of Aḫāzum under the king with the Amorite name YašubAddu. Aḫāzum was larger than just the town and although the name does not occur in the
Shemshāra texts the relative closeness of Satu Qala (= Idu) makes it possible that this
town was incorporated in the land of Aḫāzum.90 Aḫāzum was a rival of Šamšī-Adad and
it should also have been an enemy of Kuwari, but Kuwari did not do anything against this
despite repeated requests by his overlord Šamšī-Adad and his general Etellum. At a
certain moment, Yašub-Addu of Aḫazum allied himself with the Gutians, who were ready
to send troops across the river and to enter the capital Šikšabbum.91
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Edzard and Farber 1974: 181.
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Edzard and Farber 1974: 177-8. For the misread variant Šaripḫum, see K.M. Ahmed 2012: 263, note 209.
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For the occurrences of Tikitiḫum, cf. Edzard and Farber 1974: 192-3; for Šikšabbum, ibid.: 181. See also Læssøe
1985: 182.
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2012: 265ff.
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Šurutḫum was also mentioned in the Shemshāra correspondence92 and seems to
have been located in the same region near and on the way to Utûm, probably in the gorge
of Dukan.93
The Haladiny inscription of Iddi(n)-Sîn dedicates a section of his military
campaigns to activities on this axis. The text seems to indicate that Iddi(n)-Sîn followed the
same route as the Ur III campaigns.94 The main goal of this campaign was to subdue Utuwe
(later Utûm) in the Rāniya Plain, but he first had to destroy the lands and cities on the
way. The text begins with the toponyms Tidluḫḫum, then Šikšambi (= OB Šikšabbum),
which is followed by Iterašwe. All these are called “lands.” At this point, three city names
are mentioned directly after the third toponym Iterašwe. This indicates that the three cities
were within the land of Iterašwe: Itu, Šaumme and Ḫub/nizagu.95
The conclusion is that the northern bank of the Lower Zab consisted of at least
three lands or provinces, beginning from the west: Tidluḫḫum, Šikšabbum and Iterašwe
on the eastern end, together with its three cities (fig. 28). Interesting in this regard is the
mention of Itu as a city in this period, which can hardly be anything else than the Idu of
the Middle and Neo-Assyrian periods and provides important evidence that Idu existed
already in the first half of the second millennium BC.96 However, it is noteworthy that the
city is not mentioned in the Shemshāra correspondence, despite the involvement of this
region in these events. Its closeness to Šikšabbum and its location upstream on the way to
Šušarrā must have made it an important player. That it was not mentioned in the
Shemshāra texts probably means either that it had not yet recovered from the destruction
of Iddi(n)-Sîn or that it was known under another short-lived name given by the Amorite
population that infiltrated the region during this period.97
Idu reappears again in the Middle Assyrian period under its old name, this time as
a flourishing center and capital of its region. It even overshadowed Šikšabbum and gave
its own name to the province.
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Astour 1987: 36 and note 252. Astour refers to Gelb who was the first to identify this GN with Ni-ri-pu-ni Šu-ru-tuḫa (= The pass of Šurutuḫa) in an inscription of Šilḫak-Inšušinak of Elam (12th century BC). For the inscription, see
König 1965: 132, no. 54a, §3.
94
Ahmed 2012: 267 and 289.
95
For the inscription, translation and commentary, cf. Ahmed 2012: 255ff.
96
See also Ahmed 2010, no. 4.
97
Note that the kingdom of Aḫāzum was ruled by the Amorite-named Yašub-Addu. This region, together with Qabrā to
the southwest, also on the Lower Zab, was subject to Amorite infiltration, most probably during the later years of the Ur
III Period. The Haladiny inscription relates the defeat of five Amorite rabiānums at the hands of Iddi(n)-Sîn, when they
tried to penetrate Simurrian territory. However, they seem to have been more successful on the Lower Zab axis, see
Ahmed 2012: 258, 271f. The elders of the village of Satu Qala still remember Arab shepherds and small traders who
used to come to Satu Qala from Pirdē (= Altün Kopri) and beyond along the Lower Zab for seasonal work and herding
into the 1950s. This might provide a loose parallel to Amorite infiltration in the past.
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CONVERSION TABLE: TEXT NUMBERS OF SQ 2011 AND EXCAVATION NUMBERS
Text numbers

Excavation numbers

Text numbers

Excavation numbers

SQ 11-T1

SQ 00000-301

SQ 11-T9

SQ 01053-302

SQ 11-T2

SQ 00000-304

SQ 11-T10

SQ 00000-302

SQ 11-T3

SQ 07002-301

SQ 11-T11

SQ 03138-301

SQ 11-T4

SQ 01043-301

SQ 11-T12

SQ 01066-303

SQ 11-T5

SQ 06009-301

SQ 11-T13

SQ 01066-302

SQ 11-T6

SQ 03113-301

SQ 11-T14

SQ 01064-301

SQ 11-T7

SQ 01039-301

SQ 11-T15

SQ 00000-303

SQ 11-T8

SQ 01040-301
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Fig. 1. Map of the region.

Fig. 2. Tell Satu Qala.
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Fig. 3. Topographical map of Satu Qala.

Fig. 4. Glazed brick SQ 10-6 (measurements: 25.5 x 19.0 x 8.0 cm).
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Fig. 5. Glazed brick SQ 10-10+ (measurements: 37.0 x 37.0 x 8.5 cm).

Fig. 6. Nipple beaker SQ 10-28.

Fig. 7. Flat base bowl SQ 10-29.
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Fig. 8. Operation A. Square 1020/680. Building 1.

Fig. 9. Clay model of a bed SQ 10-5.
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Fig. 10. Operation A. Square 1020/680. L. 1018 facing north.

Fig. 11. Operation A. Square 1020/680. L. 1040.
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Fig. 12. Operation A. Square 1020/680. Building 2-3.

Fig. 13. Glazed brick T-shaped SQ 1047.303 (measurements: 21h x 41w x 6.3th cm)
+ 304 (measurements: 15 x 24.5 x 5.9 cm).
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Fig. 14. Wall peg SQ 1064.301 = SQ 11-T14 (measurements: 20.5h x 15.5w x 2.0-4.6th cm).

Fig. 15. Cylinder seal SQ 1066.305 (measurements: 4.65h x 1.5d cm).
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Fig. 16. Thymiaterion SQ 1066.301+304
(measurements: 18.7h x 17.0-13.5d cm).

Fig. 17. Perforated globular goblet
SQ 1056.301 (measurements: 14.5h x 10d cm).

Fig. 18. Operation B. Square 1070/710. Burial SQ 3124.401.
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Fig. 19. Operation B. Square 1070/710. L. 3135 ; Burial SQ 3139.401.

Fig. 20. Operation B. Square 1080/700. L. 4077; L. 4078. Drawing S. Kluitenberg; graphics M. Siebert.
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Fig. 21. Copy of SM 1068.

Fig. 22. Copy of SQ 10-3.

Fig. 24. Copy of SQ 10-9.

Fig. 23. Copy of Koya 3.
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Fig. 25. Copy of SQ 11-T9.

Fig. 26. Copy of SQ 11-T14.

Fig. 27. Comparison of signs from Satu Qala and elsewhere.
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Fig. 28. The provincial divisions of the northern bank of the Lower Zab
according to the Haladiny inscription.
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